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Abstract
The field of perceptual quality assessment has gone through a wide range of developments and it is still growing.
In particular, the area of no-reference (NR) image and video quality assessment has progressed rapidly during the last
decade. In this article, we present a classification and review of latest published research work in the area of NR image
and video quality assessment. The NR methods of visual quality assessment considered for review are structured into
categories and subcategories based on the types of methodologies used for the underlying processing employed for
quality estimation. Overall, the classification has been done into three categories, namely, pixel-based methods,
bitstream-based methods, and hybrid methods of the aforementioned two categories. We believe that the review
presented in this article will be helpful for practitioners as well as for researchers to keep abreast of the recent
developments in the area of NR image and video quality assessment. This article can be used for various purposes
such as gaining a structured overview of the field and to carry out performance comparisons for the state-of-the-art
methods.
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1 Review
1.1 Introduction
There has been a tremendous progress recently in the
usage of digital images and videos for an increasing num-
ber of applications. Multimedia services that have gained
wide interest include digital television broadcasts, video
streaming applications, and real-time audio and video ser-
vices over the Internet. The global mobile data traffic grew
by 81% in 2013, and during 2014, the number of mobile-
connected devices will exceed the number of people on
earth, according to predictions made by Cisco. The video
portion of the mobile data traffic was 53% in 2013 and
is expected to exceed 67% by 2018 [1]. With this huge
increase in the exposure of image and video to the human
eye, the interest in delivering quality of experience (QoE)
may increase naturally. The quality of visual media can
get degraded during capturing, compression, transmis-
sion, reproduction, and displaying due to the distortions
that might occur at any of these stages.
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The legitimate judges of visual quality are humans as
end users, the opinions of whom can be obtained by
subjective experiments. Subjective experiments involve a
panel of participants which are usually non-experts, also
referred to as test subjects, to assess the perceptual qual-
ity of given test material such as a sequence of images
or videos. Subjective experiments are typically conducted
in a controlled laboratory environment. Careful planning
and several factors including assessment method, selec-
tion of test material, viewing conditions, grading scale,
and timing of presentation have to be considered prior
to a subjective experiment. For example, Recommenda-
tion (ITU-R) BT.500 [2] provides detailed guidelines for
conducting subjective experiments for the assessment of
quality of television pictures. The outcomes of a subjec-
tive experiment are the individual scores given by the test
subjects, which are used to compute mean opinion score
(MOS) and other statistics. The obtained MOS, in par-
ticular, represents a ground truth for the development of
objective quality metrics. In ITU-R BT.500 and related
recommendations, various types of subjective methods
have been described. These types include either single
© 2014 Shahid et al.; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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stimulus or double stimulus-based methods. In single
stimulus methods, the subjects are shown variants of the
test videos and no reference for comparison is provided.
In some situations, a hidden reference can be included but
the assessment is based only on a no-reference scoring of
the subjects.
Due to the time-consuming nature of executing subjec-
tive experiments, large efforts have been made to develop
objective quality metrics, alternatively called as objective
quality methods. The purpose of such objective qual-
ity methods is to automatically predict MOS with high
accuracy. Objective quality methods may be classified
into psychophysical and engineering approaches [3]. Psy-
chophysical metrics aim at modeling the human visual
system (HVS) using aspects such as contrast and orienta-
tion sensitivity, frequency selectivity, spatial and temporal
pattern, masking, and color perception. These metrics
can be used for a wide variety of video degradations but
the computation is generally demanding. The engineer-
ing approach usually uses simplified metrics based on the
extraction and analysis of certain features or artifacts in
a video but do not necessarily disregard the attributes of
the HVS as they often consider psychophysical effects as
well. However, the conceptual basis for their design is to
do analysis of video content and distortion rather than
fundamental vision modeling.
A set of features or quality-related parameters of an
image or video are pooled together to establish an objec-
tive qualitymethodwhich can bemapped to predictMOS.
Depending on the degree of information that is available
from the original video as a reference in the quality assess-
ment, the objective methods are further divided into full
reference (FR), reduced reference (RR), and no-reference
(NR) as follows:
• FR methods: With this approach, the entire origi-
nal image/video is available as a reference. Accord-
ingly, FR methods are based on comparing distorted
image/video with the original image/video.
• RR methods: In this case, it is not required to give
access to the original image/video but only to provide
representative features about texture or other suitable
characteristics of the original image/video. The com-
parison of the reduced information from the original
image/video with the corresponding information from
the distorted image/video provides the input for RR
methods.
• NR methods: This class of objective quality methods
does not require access to the original image/video but
searches for artifacts with respect to the pixel domain
of an image/video, utilizes information embedded in
the bitstream of the related image/video format, or
performs quality assessment as a hybrid of pixel-based
and bitstream-based approaches.
1.2 Applications of no-reference image and video quality
assessment
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the
development of NR methods due to the widespread use of
multimedia services in the context of wireless communi-
cations and telecommunication systems. Applications of
NR methods include the following areas:
• Network operators and content providers have a
strong interest to objectively quantify the level of
service quality delivered to the end user and inside
the network nodes. NR methods will provide the
data needed to adopt network settings such that cus-
tomer satisfaction is secured and hence churn can be
avoided.
• The involvement of multiple parties between content
providers and the end users gives rise to establish
service-level agreements (SLA) under which an agreed
level of quality has to be guaranteed. In this respect,
NRmethods are a suitable choice for in-service quality
monitoring in live systems.
• In general, NR methods are well suited to per-
form real-time objective quality assessment where
resources are limited such as frequency spectrum in
wireless communications. In such cases, RR meth-
ods have limited application as an ancillary channel
is required to transmit the required features of the
original video.
• Real-time communication and streaming services
require quality adaptations using NR methods for col-
lecting statistics of the delivered quality.
1.2.1 Related work: published reviews of objective visual
qualitymethods
According to the framework introduced in [4] for NR
visual quality estimation, three stages are present in an
NR quality estimation approach. These stages are mea-
surement of a physical quantity relevant for visual quality,
also called as feature, pooling the measured data over
space and/or time, and mapping the pooled data to an
estimate of perceived quality. A survey of the measure-
ment stage, which is essentially the main focus in much
of the work done in NR quality estimation, has been pro-
vided in the same contribution. The survey in [4] divides
the literature review into two main categories. In the
first category, the methods estimating mean square error
(MSE) caused by block-based compression, MSE caused
by packet loss errors, and noise estimation methods to
compute MSE have been discussed. The second category
encompasses the approaches that are termed as feature-
based. The feature-based methods are based on either a
model developed for particular artifacts related to a vis-
ible degradation, or a model developed to quantify the
impact of degradations on a specific set of attributes of
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the original uncorrupted image or video. A brief survey
of NR methods of image quality assessment (IQA) based
on the notion of quantifying the impact of distortions on
natural scene statistics (NSS) is provided in [5]. Some NR
methods of visual quality are discussed in [6] also under
the categorization of features and artifacts detection. Sim-
ilarly, a review of the objective methods of video quality
assessment (VQA) is provided in [7] including a classifi-
cation of objective methods in general without specifying
it for no-reference methods. In [7], the objective methods
are classified as data metrics, pictures metrics, and packet
or bitstream-based metrics. The review and performance
comparison of video quality assessment methods in [8]
present a classification of FR and RR methods only. A sur-
vey on visual quality assessment methods that are based
on information theory is given in [9]. It was observed that
information theory-based research for the development
of NR methods is rather limited. The type of NR meth-
ods surveyed in [9] relies on an approach that employs
Rényi entropy for determining the amount of random-
ness in the orientation of local structures in an image.
NR methods have been reviewed in [10] by classifying
them following three approaches. Firstly, a review of NR
methods has been performed by classifying them based
on the type of distortion that is estimated to formu-
late a quality value. The second approach used for the
classification is based on methods that are designed for
quantifying the artifacts produced by a specific compres-
sion standard. Lastly, a review of methods that are not
designed specifically for a particular distortion has been
performed. A broad survey of image and video quality
methods, as well as a classification of the methods, was
published during 2007 in [11]. This includes both NR and
RR methods, and our article focuses on a classification
and review of NR methods of IQA and VQA published
after [11].
1.2.2 Our proposed classification
The current literature in the area of methods of NR
image/video quality assessment is quite diverse. Hence,
it is a challenging task to classify these methods into a
well-structured and meaningful categorization. A good
categorization of such methods should be concise enough
to be properly understandable and also comprehensive
enough to present most of the relevant methodolo-
gies. The aforementioned types of classifications cover a
range of NR methods, but there is a need to broaden
the categorization approaches in order to review cur-
rently existing methods in this area. Reibman et al. [12]
classify NR methods as either stemming from statistics
derived from pixel-based features and call them NR pixel
(NR-P) type or computed directly from the coded bit-
stream and call them NR bitstream (NR-B) type. We
believe that this is a useful classification which can
serve as an effective basis for constructing a broader
classification.
In the case of NR-P-based methods, one relevant
method to classify available approaches is to investigate
these in terms of the employment of certain artifacts
that are related to a specific kind of degradation of the
visual quality. Quantification of such artifacts has been
used as a measure for the quality assessment. The qual-
ity values may depend only on a single artifact or it
may depend upon a combination of many artifacts. It
is common that single artifact measure-based methods
are developed by considering a given model of degra-
dation, often simulated artifacts, and sometimes their
performance remains unknown for realistic or more gen-
eral scenarios. For example, most of the available blur
methods are based on Gaussian or linear blur models,
which may not adequately measure the blur produced
by a complex relative motion between image captur-
ing device and the object. Moreover, single-artifact-based
quality methods may not have satisfactory performance in
the assessment of the overall quality, in the presence of
other artifacts. Therefore, methods have been introduced
where estimation of a combination of artifacts is fused
to generate a single quality score. Also, in the domain
of NR-P-based methods, there are many methods which
work beyond simple artifacts computation and the qual-
ity assessment is derived from the impact of distortions
upon NSS (referring to statistical characteristics com-
monly found in natural images). Moreover, some quality-
relevant features can be computed from the image/video
pixels to formulate an estimation of the perceptual
quality.
The NR-B-based methods are relatively simpler to com-
pute thanNR-P-basedmethods, and the quality values can
often be computed in the absence of a full decoder. How-
ever, such methods can have limited scope of application
as they are usually designed for a particular coding tech-
nique and bitstream format, e.g., H.264/AVC standard.
Such methods are based on either the encoding infor-
mation derived from the bitstream or the packet header
information or a combination of both. These methods are
quite suitable for network video applications such IPTV
and video conferencing.
Quality assessment performance can be compromised
in NR-B-based methods to gain reduction in the com-
putational complexity as compared to the NR-P-based
methods. The performance of NR-B-based methods of
quality assessment can be improved by adopting an
approach of adding some input from NR-P-based qual-
ity assessment. Such composites of NR-P- and NR-B-
basedmethods are called hybrid methods. These methods
inherit the computational simplicity of NR-B-basedmeth-
ods and depend on NR-P-related data to gain further
robustness.
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In light of the aforementioned discussion, our approach
of a meaningful classification of NR objective visual qual-
ity methods is outlined in Figure 1. This classification
is formulated by considering the type and granularity of
usage of the image or video data for the design of an
objective method of quality. Thus, it offers the opportu-
nity to present a discussion of most of recently published
techniques of the NR visual quality assessment. It is to
be noted that the main focus of this article is to review,
in a systematic and structured manner, recent advance-
ments in this area. Hence, a performance comparison of
the reviewed methods on a comprehensive test database
is out of the scope of this paper.
1.2.3 The preliminaries and organization of this paper
Most of the existing NR quality methods fall into NR-P or
NR-B type methods or a hybrid of these two approaches.
As shown in Figure 1, the following sections present
an overview of the different classes of NR methods of
IQA and VQA. In each section, we have presented a
general idea used in computation of various types of
methods of quality estimation using block diagrams. Sum-
maries of most of the discussed methods are shown in
tables throughout the paper and in dedicated discussion
sections. Mostly, the performance of an objective quality
prediction model is reported by using measure of predic-
tion accuracy, i.e., Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient,
and measure of monotonicity, i.e., Spearman’s rank order
correlation coefficient, as recommended by Video Qual-
ity Expert Group (VQEG) [13]. These measures have been
used to report the performance of the reviewed methods
in the tables. In these tables, some cells have been marked
with a hyphen (-) in cases where the corresponding value
has not been reported in the reference or some uncom-
mon measure of performance has been used. Other than
the explicit numerical values of the number of pixels used
for stating the resolution of the test data, the following
short forms are used:
• QCIF, Quarter Common Intermediate Format
(176 × 144)
• CIF, Common Intermediate Format (352 × 288)
• SIF, Standard Interchange Format (320 × 240)
• SD, Standard Definition (720 × 480 or 720 × 576)
• HD, High Definition (1920 × 1080 or 1280 × 720)
For validation of the proposed method, some publicly
available databases of images and videos have been used
in most of the reference papers. In this article, the ref-
erence to a public database of test media indicates that
either a subset or the complete set of the available media
has been used. These sources of the test media include the
following:
• Laboratory for Image and Video Engineering (LIVE):
LIVE offers databases of compressed images and
videos with the corresponding data of the subjec-
tive assessment. The images have been encoded
using Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) and
JPEG2000 standards. Moreover, some images have
been generated using simulated conditions of cer-
tain artifacts such as Gaussian blur and white noise.
The video database contains sets of videos encoded
No-Reference Image and Video Quality Assessment Methods
No-Reference Bitstream (NR-B)

































































Figure 1 An overview of NR image and video quality assessment methods. The second row of boxes gives a division into three main
categories, further divided into subcategories in the next row. The bottom row gives examples of extracted features or information used for
processing in each subcategory.
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using Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)-2 and
H.264/AVC. While we refer to the usage of test data
from LIVE in the tables, the standard used for encod-
ing shown in the column Processing indicates whether
the used data is an image or a video. References to the
publications based on the use of these databases have
been provided at the source website [14].
• Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG): VQEG has
released its test data for public use which is available
on their website [15]. The data contains standard def-
inition television videos and the corresponding values
of the subjective assessment.
• Tampere Image Database 2008 (TID2008): This
database contains test data produced from 17 different
types of distortion introduced in the given 25 refer-
ence images. The test images have been provided with
the corresponding subjective assessment scores and
values of many objective methods of quality estima-
tion. More information on it is found in [16].
• Images and Video Communications (IVC): The IVC
database contains a set of ten original images dis-
torted by four types of processing and is supported
by the corresponding quality scores as available
in [17].
• Toyoma: This database consists of subjective assess-
ment data and test stimuli generated through pro-
cessing of 14 reference images using JPEG and
JPEG2000 [18].
This article is organized as follows. For the pixel-
based approaches, the methods that apply direct esti-
mation of single and multiple artifacts are reviewed in
Sections 1.3 and 1.4, respectively. The methods based
on computation of various features and an evaluation of
impacts of pertinent artifacts upon NSS are discussed in
Section 1.5. Bitstream-based NR methods are reviewed
in Section 1.6. The methods constructed as hybrids of
pixel and bitstream-based approaches are discussed in
Section 1.7. Finally, some conclusive remarks and a brief
outlook of possible future works in this area are presented
in Section 2.
1.3 Single artifact NR-P-based methods
Blurring, blocking, and ringing are considered to be
the most commonly found spatial domain artifacts in
images/videos compressed by lossy encoders [19]. More-
over, noise is also a common source of annoyance in
images and videos. Transmission of videos over lossy net-
works gives rise to temporal artifacts such as frame freeze.
In the following, we examine the recent methods which
adopt the approach of quantifying a single artifact for
perceptual quality estimation. The section is divided into
subsections for each of these artifacts, and an overall
discussion is provided at the end.
1.3.1 Blurring
Winkler defines blur as an artifact which appears as a
loss of spatial detail and a reduction of edge sharpness
[20]. The reasons for the occurrence of blur can be many,
originating in the acquisition, processing, or compression
[21]. The primary source of blur in compression tech-
niques is the truncation of high-frequency components in
the transform domain of an image. Other possible reasons
of the blurring of an image or video can be out-of-focus
capturing, relative motion between the camera and the
object being captured, or limitations in the optical system.
Traditional no-reference blur methods usually focus on a
particular coding artifact for quality prediction and hence
their performance is compromised in circumstances of
more general blur. Moreover, there has been little work
carried out to build methods which have the capability
of assessing blur in natural scenarios, rather, most of the
work is focused on the simulated blur. A basic schematic
of NR blur assessment is shown by the flowchart given in
Figure 2. In many NRmethods of estimating the impact of
blur on visual quality, the computations begin with mea-
suring the spread of pixels present on the edges in an
image. Usually, it involves the application of commonly
used edge detectors such as Sobel and/or Canny for find-
ing the edges in the image. The next step is typically the
computation of the edge distortion value that can be used
towards finding an estimate of the blur. Some methods,
however, make use of HVS adaptation to the value of edge
distortion to classify it as perceivable or not perceivable by
a human subject.
Figure 2 A basic scheme for NR-P-based assessment of blur.
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A paradigm for blur evaluation has been presented in
[22] that is mainly composed of four methods of blur
quantification, given in [23-25] and [26], which have been
integrated by an artificial neural network (ANN) pow-
ered multifeature classifier. In the method given in [23],
an image quality measurement method in terms of global
blur has been proposed. The method relies on histograms
of discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients present
in MPEG and JPEG encoded data to qualitatively encom-
pass the distribution of null coefficients, given the fact
that blurred images usually end up having a lot of high-
frequency coefficients set to zero. This algorithm pro-
vides results which align with subjective assessment but
it focuses only on out-of-focus blur and it does not per-
form well when there is a uniform background present
or when an image is over-illuminated. The blur assess-
ment algorithm proposed in [24] exploits the ability of
the Haar wavelet transform (HWT) to distinguish edge
types, and the method works both for out-of-focus and
linear-motion blur. This method is however not tested
for realistic blur. The method proposed in [25] presents a
framework where global blur is measured in terms of aver-
aged edge lengths. The authors considered only a small set
of Gaussian blurred images for its evaluation. Nonethe-
less, the method has good correlation with subjective
scores. An improved version of [25] is found in [26] where
HVS properties have been added to get weighted edge
lengths. It is to be noted that none of these four reference
methods quantify realistic blur situations, but Ciancio
et al. [22] have shown their method to be useable for mea-
suring naturally occurring blur. Overall, [22] uses local
phase coherence, mean brightness level, and variance of
the HVS frequency response and contrast as additional
inputs, together with the earlier mentioned four methods,
to various ANN models designed for quality estimation.
For input calibration, a five-parameter nonlinear mapping
function was used for the types of blur including simu-
lated Gaussian, simulated linear motion, a combination
of both, and real blur. The proposed method outper-
forms the given four reference methods when tested on
a fairly large database of 6,000 images corrupted by blur.
Although the proposed method does not correlate so well
with subjective scores in realistic blur scenarios, with a
Pearson’s correlation coefficient of approximately 0.56, it
performs better than the reference methods with respect
to subjective rating. In an earlier paper, the same authors
have used the idea of estimating image blur using local
phase coherence [27] and a similar method proposed by
Hassen et al. is found in [28].
It has been argued in [29] that blur below a certain
threshold value remains unperceived by the HVS and such
a threshold value is termed as just noticeable blur (JNB).
By incorporating the response of the HVS to sharpness
at various contrast levels, the authors have proposed a
measure of image sharpness. It is suggested that most of
the existing no-reference blur assessment methods do not
perform well for a variety of images and are rather lim-
ited to assess varying blur in a certain image. They have
validated this argument by testing a set of 13 contem-
porary reference methods, which are based on different
techniques of blur assessment used for quality assess-
ment such as pixel-based techniques, statistical prop-
erties, edge-detection-based, and derivative-based tech-
niques. The proposed method has higher correlation with
subjective MOS than the given 13 objective methods of
quality assessment when it has been tested on a pub-
lic database of test images. In [29], the block size used
for finding edge pixels is 64 × 64, and a similar contri-
bution based on JNB from the same authors is reported
in [30] where a block size of 8 × 8 has been used for
finding the edge pixels. The method proposed in [30] has
been improved in [31] by adding the impact of saliency-
weighting in foveated regions of an image. Specifically,
more weighting is given to the local blur estimates that
belong to salient regions of an image, while spatial blur
values are pooled together to compute an overall value of
blur for the whole image.
A similar method found in [21,32] improves [29] by
addition of the concept of commutative probability of
blur detection (CPBD) so that the method should esti-
mate the quality by including the impact of HVS sensi-
tivity towards blur perception at different contrast levels.
Testing the proposed method upon three public image
databases having different blur types reveals that the
method performance is considerably better than some of
the contemporary sharpness/blur methods. However, this
method gives a quality index in a continuous range of 0 to
1 and the authors have modified it in [33] where it gives
a quality value on a discrete scale of 1 to 5, the usual five
quality classes which are described from Bad to Excellent.
Given that blur estimation methods most often work on
the idea of measurement of edge-spread and blur man-
ifests itself in smooth or diminished edges, some edges
may remain undetected. Varadarajan et al. [34] improved
the method proposed in [29] by incorporating an edge
refinement method to enhance the edge detection and
hence outperformed the blur assessment. The authors
achieved as much as 9% increase in Pearson’s correlation
coefficient.
In contrast to usual schemes of blur detection at the
edges, the method proposed in [35] does an estimation
of blur at the macroblock (MB) boundaries. The overall
blur of an image can be calculated by averaging the block
level measure for the whole image. The authors have also
used a content-sensitive masking approach to compensate
the impact of image texture. As the method was designed
for videos encoded following the H.264/AVC standard, it
mainly quantifies the blurring effects from quantization
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and de-blocking filter. This method is essentially based on
amethod proposed for images [36] where an estimation of
the blur in a video is made by taking an average measure
of blur values for each frame.
A wavelet-based noise-resilient color image sharpness
method is presented in [37]. The procedure is to compute
a multiscale wavelet-based structure tensor which repre-
sents the multiscale gradient information of local areas in
a color image (image gradient is defined as the directional
change in the intensity or color in an image). The pro-
posed tensor structure preserves edges even in the pres-
ence of noise. Thus, the sharpness method is defined by
calculating the eigenvalues of the multiscale tensor once
edges have been identified. A competitive correlation with
subjective MOS is achieved when the proposed method is
tested on LIVE image database [14], in comparison to a
similar sharpness method.
Out-of-focus blur estimation without using any refer-
ence information has been given in [38] using the point
spread function (PSF) which is derived from edge infor-
mation. As the proposed algorithm works in the spatial
domain, avoiding any iterations or involvement of com-
plex frequencies, it is expected to operate fast and possible
to be deployed in real-time perceptual applications. Based
on the similar approach in [39], the method has been
made workable to assess blurriness of conditions like
added blur, realistic blur, and noise contamination.
Chen et al. [40] have claimed that their method works
for any kind of blurriness, without being sensitive to the
source of the blur. A gradient image is calculated from the
given image pixel array. A Markov model is used and a
transition probability matrix is computed. Finally, a pool-
ing strategy is applied to the probabilistic values to obtain
the blurriness measure.
Some of the other recently introduced no-reference
blur assessment methods include the following: In [41]
a method based on multiscale gradients and wavelet
decomposition of images is given, an image sharp-
ness based on Riemannian tensor mapping into a non-
Euclidean space has been found in [42], radial analysis of
blurred images in frequency domain is done in [43] to
set an image quality index for blur estimation, and ref-
erence [44] presents a perceptual blur method to assess
quality of Gaussian blurred images. A method based on
blur measure in salient regions has been presented in [45].
The perceptually relevant areas in an image are identi-
fied through elements of visual attention, namely, color
contrast, object size, orientation, and eccentricity. Quality
values in correlation with subjective scores are produced
by localizing the degradation measure in these elements.
1.3.2 Blocking
Blocking is an artifact which manifests itself as a dis-
continuity between adjacent blocks in images and video
frames [3]. It is a predominant degradation that occurs
after employment of block-based processing and com-
pression techniques at high compression ratio conditions.
In such techniques, transform is usually followed by
quantization of each block individually leading to inco-
herent block boundaries in the reconstructed images or
frames. Blockiness can be estimated in a region of an
image, in general, by computing the difference between
neighboring blocks and the amount of brightness around
those blocks as shown in Figure 3. After the value
of blockiness is determined in a certain region, it is
important to estimate whether it would be significant
for human perception or not by taking into account
the impact from masking effects. This way, certain fea-
tures that represent the input from HVS can be cal-
culated. In general, blocking perception is affected by
various factors including the blockiness strength (i.e.,
the difference between adjacent blocks), the local bright-
ness around the blocks, and the local texture present in
an image.
A frequency domain pixel-based bi-directional (hori-
zontal and vertical) measure used to gauge blocking in
images is presented in [46]. The authors claim that the
proposed method can be used for any image or video
format. Unlike the traditional no-reference blocking mea-
sures, this method does not require any a priori infor-
mation about block origin, block offset or block-edge
detection. Themethod has been evaluated on a large set of
LIVE image and video database available as JPEG encoded
images and MPEG-2 encoded videos. It outperforms a
set of 13 contemporary blockiness methods in terms of
prediction accuracy and monotonicity.
Liu et al. [47] presented an HVS-based blocking method
to assess image quality using a grid detector to locate
Figure 3 A basic scheme for NR-P-based assessment of blocking.
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blocking. A local pixel-based blockiness measure which
is calculated on the detected degraded regions is aver-
aged to provide a blockiness value for the whole image.
The main strength of this method in terms of computa-
tional efficiency and relevance to HVS response lies in
the application of visual masking which makes the calcu-
lations perform only in the areas of blockiness visible to
human perception. The authors took up the same method
for further extensive evaluation in [48] under various con-
ditions of comparison of performance where, for example,
HVS models and grid detector are omitted or included.
The results show that the proposed method performs bet-
ter than some contemporary methods and can be a good
candidate for real-time applications due to its simplified
HVS model.
In [49], a blockiness assessment method is presented
for block-based discrete cosine transform (BDCT) coded
images. It is based on the estimation of noticeable block-
iness. The so-called noticeable blockiness map is derived
from luminance adaptation and texture masking in line
with HVS response combined with a discontinuity map
to quantify the visual quality. Along with its validated
usability for deblocking of JPEG images, it has the poten-
tial of optimizing the codec parameters and similar other
post-processing techniques.
Babu et al. presented their HVS related features-based
blocking method in [50]. Blockiness as perceived by
humans in JPEG encoded images is affected by a number
of features such as edge amplitude around the borders of
DCT blocks and edge length; the value of these increase
in amount as compression rate is increased. It is also
affected by the amount of background activity and back-
ground luminance as these have masking impact on possi-
ble blocking artifacts. The authors have used a sequential
learning algorithm in a growing and pruning radial basis
function (GAP-RBF) network to estimate the relationship
between the mentioned features and the corresponding
quality measure. Babu et al. also proposed a method of
determining block-edge impairment [51] using the idea
that edge gradients of blocks in the regions of low spatial
details would contribute towards the overall blocking in
an image. The level of spatial details is estimated through
edge activity that is computed through standard deviation
measurement of each edge.
Other methods in this area include the blind measure-
ment of blocking in low bit rate H.264/AVC encoded
videos based on temporal blocking artifact measure
between successive frames of a video presented in [52].
A weighted Sobel operator-based blocking method is
presented in [53], in which the computation involves
luminance gradient matrices of DCT-coded images. A
method where a rather simple approach of taking abrupt
change in pixel values as a signal of blocking has been
proposed in [54] and it can be implemented both in
pixel and DCT domain, and a method of blockiness esti-
mation in natural scene JPEG compressed images has
been presented in [55] which was influenced by the
impact of multineural channels pattern of HVS for vision
sensing.
1.3.3 Ringing
The ringing artifact is associated with Gibbs phenomenon
and is observed along edges in otherwise smooth tex-
ture areas [20]. It has yet been relatively less investigated
for NR perceptual quality measurements. This kind of
degradation is caused by rough quantization of the high-
frequency transform coefficients and is observed in the
form of ripples around high contrast edges. A schematic
block diagram of commonly used approaches for the esti-
mation of perceptual ringing is shown in Figure 4. Certain
features can be extracted from the edge maps to clas-
sify the image areas in terms of relevance towards ringing
artifact. Masking effects of textured regions can be exam-
ined to check if the ringing would be visible to HVS
perception. From the obtained data, a ringing map is gen-
erated for various regions and an overall value of percep-
tual ringing is obtained for the whole image. We have not
found any publication on the NR estimation of ringing in
videos.
Liu et al. have put forward HVS-based quality assess-
ment methods which quantify ringing in compressed
images in [56,57]. The work in [56] does not incorpo-
rate the masking effects of HVS properties. However, in
[57], Liu et al. have improved the already existing method
Figure 4 A basic scheme for NR-P-based assessment of ringing.
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in multiple aspects. Edge detection is crucial for locating
the possible ringing artifact and is used along with con-
sideration of HVS masking in designing of such a method.
The HVS masking is integrated by adding human visibil-
ity index of ringing nuisance estimate inside the already
detected distorted regions. This method has a perfor-
mance level comparable to a full reference method and it
outperforms the two given no-reference methods of ring-
ing assessment while tested on JPEG compressed images.
As the method does not use coding parameters like DCT
coefficients, the authors argue that a slightly tuned ver-
sion of the same method should perform similarly well
when employed on other types of compressed images, e.g.,
JPEG2000.
Ringing may occur also as a result of an image restora-
tion process, unlike the other artifacts which usually occur
during compression. The ringing that occurs due to image
restoration has different characteristics as compared to
the one that occurs due to compression. Iterations of
blind deconvolution in the image restoration process are
likely to result in the generation of ringing [58]. A quality
method to assess perceived ringing as a result of applica-
tion of blind deconvolutionmethods for image restoration
is proposed in [58] and in [59]. The authors claim that
these methods evaluate ringing with no sensitivity to the
image content type and any specific ringing process. In
the method proposed in [58], a 2D Gabor wavelet fil-
ter and a line detector were used to quantify ringing in
restored images. A similar approach with enhancement is
found in [59] where the authors have proposed to assess
the degradation on image boundaries and image edges
separately and then fuse the weighted results of the two
values to have the overall ringing value. A 2D Gabor filter
response image is used to calculate the perceived ring-
ing at boundaries, and a Canny edge detector is used
for locating ringing around edges in the image. The pro-
posed method was tested on gray scale images restored
from simulated blur. It has been found that the reported
results are in line with subjective scores of quality
assessment.
1.3.4 Noise
Besides the aforementioned unwanted components of an
image or video that affect the perceptual quality, there
can be other types of spatial noise as well. The mostly
occurring types of spatial noise include salt and pepper
noise, quantization noise, Gaussian noise, and speckle in
coherent light situations. Mostly, the noise is considered
to be an additive component, e.g., Gaussian noise, but
in some situations the noise component is multiplicative,
e.g., speckle noise [60]. Noise can be introduced during
the image/video acquisition, recording, processing, and
transmission [61]. Estimation of noise is required due to
numerous reasons and applications in image processing
such as denoising, image filtering, image segmentation,
and feature extraction. For the estimation of noise signal,
in most cases, it is assumed to be independent, identi-
cally distributed additive and stationary zero-mean signal,
i.e., white noise [62]. Image noise estimation methods can
be categorized into either smoothing-based approaches,
where noise is computed using the difference between
the input image and a smoothed version of it, or block-
based approaches, where block variances of the most
homogenous block in a set of image blocks is taken as
noise variance [63]. Similar to the approaches used for
estimation of other artifacts, computation of noise char-
acteristics depends on the extraction of some features that
are affected by noise. Figure 5 shows the basic scheme of a
block-based approach of noise estimation where an image
is divided into smooth areas. A variance higher than a
certain threshold in those areas gives an estimate of the
noise.
A block-based approach proposed in [64] uses statis-
tical analysis of a histogram of local signal variances to
compute an estimation of image noise variance. However,
this method is challenged by high computational require-
ments due to its iterative processing, and [65] simplifies
this technique by taking image structure into considera-
tion. It uses high-pass directional operators to determine
the homogeneity of blocks besides using average noise
variances. The performance of the improved method has
Figure 5 A basic scheme for NR-P-based assessment of noise.
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been verified using highly noisy as well as good quality
images. This method requires a full search of an image to
determine the homogeneous areas in it. At the expense
of decreased accuracy, spatial separations between blocks
can be used to reduce the computational complexity. This
approach has been adopted in [66] where particle filtering
techniques have been used in the process of localization
of the homogeneous regions. It has been shown that the
proposed method reduces the number of required com-
putations for homogeneity measurements while it out-
performs [65] in accuracy. More examples of block-based
approaches are found in [67-69] where noise level is com-
puted by performing principal component analysis (PCA)
of the image blocks.
1.3.5 Temporal impairments
Temporal impairments can be divided into two main cat-
egories: impairments caused by the encoding process and
impairments caused by network perturbations. The typ-
ical temporal impairments caused by the encoding pro-
cess come from temporal downsampling which can be
performed uniformly or non-uniformly, depending on dif-
ferent underlying reasons. The impairments generated
by network perturbations come from delay or packet
loss [70]. These different impairments can be categorized
as the following [3,4,71,72]:
• Jerkiness: non-fluent and non-smooth presentation of
frames as a result of temporal downsampling
• Frame freeze: frame halts as a result of unavailability
of new frames to present due to network congestion
or packet loss etc.
• Jitter: perceived as unnatural motion due to variations
in transmission delay as a result of, e.g., fluctuations in
the available bandwidth or network congestion
• Flickering: noticeable discontinuity between consecu-
tive frames as a result of a too-low frame rate together
with high texture, coding artifacts, or motion content
• Mosquito noise: appears as temporal shimmering seen
mostly in smooth textured areas produced by ring-
ing and prediction error due to motion compensation
mismatch
Jerkiness is the impairment perceived by the user, while
jitter and frame freezes are the technical artifacts which
produce jerkiness. Figure 6 presents an overview of how
temporal impairments are computed in most of the con-
temporary methods. Generally, the first step is to compute
the inter-frame difference of pixel intensities (usually the
luminance channel only) and the obtained value can be
used as it is or a mean square value can be calculated.
Afterwards, various techniques can be applied to deter-
mine the location and possibility of frame freeze or frame
drops. Some kind of thresholding is then useful to obtain
Figure 6 A basic scheme for NR-P-based assessment of temporal
artifacts.
more information about the occurrence of a potential
temporal artifact. Finally, a suitable pooling mechanism
is used to compute an overall value of the artifact under
consideration.
Borer [71] presented a model based on the mean square
difference (MSD) of frames for measuring jerkiness (both
frame jitter and frame freeze) which proved its potential
for quality assessment of videos with resolution ranging
from QCIF up to HD. This model calculates jerkiness as
an accumulative result of multiplication of three func-
tions called relative display time, a monotonic function of
display time, and motion intensity of all frames. The dis-
play time and motion intensity values are parameterized
through amapping S-shaped function, which is equivalent
to a sigmoid function. Besides the fact that the proposed
model has reasonable correlation with MOS, it does not
take into account the value of the motion intensity at the
start of a freezing interval.
An earlier proposed temporal quality method which is
centered aroundmeasuring the annoyance of frame freeze
duration is given in [72]. This method uses MSD value to
mark freeze events and builds a mapping function based
on such durations of freeze to estimate the subjective
MOS. The method is a part of ITU-T Recommendation
J.247 Annex C [73] for the objective perceptual qual-
ity measurement of video. Although the quality method
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has not been compared for performance against other
methods, it has promising values of correlation with the
subjective scores. However, the blind frame freeze detec-
tion system proposed in [74] claims to outperform the
model [72] in terms of precision of correctly signaling
a zero MSD event as a frame freeze event or not. They
have presented an algorithm for thresholding such as zero
MSD events to be classified as frame freeze events or the
absence of it. The proposed method is reported to be
equally good in performance for videos encoded using low
or high quantization parameter (QP) values.
Wolf proposed an approach to accurately detect video
frame dropping in [75]. One of the salient features of
this approach is its use in a RR method where an adap-
tive threshold value is determined to avoid detection
of very low amount of motion (e.g., lips movement) as
a potential frame drop event. Similar to the temporal-
artifact-based methods discussed before, this method also
derives its computations from the basic difference in
pixel values between frames to check for possible frame
drops.
A method for visual quality distortion due to arbitrary
frame freeze is discussed in [76]. It recursively aggregates
arbitrary freeze distortions in the video under test using
a method which they proposed earlier in [77]. Essentially,
the approach presented in [77] replaces the sum of various
freeze distortions with an equivalent single freeze length
for predicting the video quality.
Yang et al. targeted their research to assess both con-
sistent and inconsistent frame drops as a measure of
perceptual quality in their contribution found in [78]. The
constituents of the quality method are the amount of
frame drops, motion of various objects in a video, and
localized contrast of temporal quality. Instead of relying
on frame rate to be used as a basis for temporal qual-
ity method, the event length of frame losses has been
used. The proposed method correlates well with subjec-
tive MOS for test sequences with a range of frame rates
and a variety of motion contents.
A rather general model was proposed in [79] for sev-
eral fluidity break conditions: isolated, regular, irregular,
sporadic, and varying discontinuity durations with dif-
ferent distributions and densities. Similarly, the temporal
quality method proposed in [80] accounts for the impact
of various frame dropping situations and spatio-temporal
luminance variations due to motion.
In [81], the authors have shared their preliminary find-
ings on estimation of the effects of lost frames on visual
quality by analyzing the inter-frame correlation present
at the output of the rendering application. As the lost
frames are replaced by a repetition of the previous frame,
this results in high temporal correlation at those loca-
tions. Analysis of this correlation results in temporal and
distortion maps.
1.3.6 Discussion
Except for temporal impairments, most of the methods
reviewed in this section have been proposed and tested
for images and not for videos. For example, blockiness is
a common artifact at high compression rates and some
coding standards such as H.264/AVC include the use
of a deblocking filter while the videos are being pro-
cessed by the codec. The blockiness methods proposed
for images can be used in the case of videos as well
where a suitable temporal pooling scheme needs to be
used. We believe that development and testing of more
NR methods of blockiness estimation for videos would
be beneficial. For the case of spatial-artifacts-based meth-
ods, it is evident that most of the research focus has
been aimed at the development of techniques that are
based on a specific coding technique or image compres-
sion standard. This fact necessitates the focus towards
unraveling cross-encoder methodologies. Considering the
available methods related to the quantification of per-
ceptual impacts of various temporal artifacts, it is noted
that more diverse methods are required in this area that
can be applied for a variety of video resolutions and
frame rates. It has also been observed that many meth-
ods employ some commonly used test database of images
and videos which in turn gives an opportunity to compare
the performance of competitive methods on the com-
mon benchmarks of quality. One important strength of
the methods that are tested for the performance using
test databases such as LIVE (image or video) is their
higher applicability because the media present in such
databases have been assessed for overall perceptual qual-
ity and not for a particular artifact. However, the test
databases should be enriched with new demanding areas
such as higher-resolution images and videos (HD and
above). Besides declaring the performance of the pro-
posed methods, finding some common approaches for
reporting the computational complexity would be inter-
esting. Table 1 presents a summary of the methods dis-
cussed in the subsections regarding blurring, blocking,
ringing, and temporal artifacts. It is noted that a very low
number of methods have been tested for HD resolution
images. Competitive methods can be seen at a glance by
observing the significantly high values of the performance
indicators.
1.4 Multiple artifacts NR-P-based methods
Various artifacts found in images and videos, incurred due
to compression or other reasons, can be combined to pre-
dict the overall perceived quality. As shown in Figure 7,
an image or video can be processed for the extraction of
features relevant to different artifacts. A suitable pooling
mechanism can be employed to combine the results of
different artifact measurements, to make an estimate of
overall perceptual quality.
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Table 1 Characteristic summary of single-artifact-basedmetrics
Method Reference Processing Resolution Test dataa Performanceb
Blurring Narvekar et al. [21] JPEG2000 768 × 512 LIVE image, TID2008, (LIVE) PC = 0.88, SC = 0.88
Gaussian blur 768 × 512 IVC, Toyoma (LIVE) PC = 0.91, SC = 0.94
Ciancio et al. [22] Multiple Multiple 6,000 test images Multiple
Hassen et al. [28] Multiple 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.92, SC = 0.93
Ferzli et al. [29] JPEG2000 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.88, SC = 0.87
Gaussian blur 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.93, SC = 0.94
Varadarajan et al. [34] Gaussian blur - 24 test images PC = 0.75
Debing et al. [35] H.264/AVC HD 1,176 test images PC = 0.85
Maaloof et al. [37] Multiple 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.96, SC = 0.95
Chen et al. [41] Gaussian blur 768 × 512 LIVE image SC = 0.61
Chetouani et al. [43] Gaussian blur Multiple LIVE image, IVC PC = 0.86 (LIVE), 0.94 (IVC)
Hua et al. [44] Gaussian blur 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.96, SC = 0.95
Oprea et al. [45] JPEG2000 768 × 512 29 test images PC = 0.85
Blocking Chen et al. [46] JPEG 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.96, SC = 0.94
MPEG-2 768 × 512 LIVE video PC = 0.95, SC = 0.85
Liu et al. [47] JPEG 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.73, SC = 0.91
Liu et al. [48] JPEG 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.79, SC = 0.91
Zhai et al. [49] JPEG 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.96, SC = 0.91
Babu et al. [50] JPEG 768 × 512 LIVE image R-square = 0.95
Zhang et al. [52] H.264/AVC CIF 50 test videos -
Hua et al. [53] JPEG 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.92, SC = 0.83
Suthahran et al. [55] JPEG 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.94
Ringing Liu et al. [56] JPEG 768 × 512 16 test images -
Liu et al. [57] JPEG 768 × 512 55 test images PC = 0.80, SC = 0.73
Zuo et al. [59] - 171 × 256 LIVE image PC = 0.94
Temporal impairments Borer [71] H.264/AVC CIF, HD - -
Huynh-Thu et al. [72] - QCIF - PC = 0.95
Wolf [75] H.264/AVC SD VQEG phase 1 -
Yang et al. [78] - QCIF 6 SRCs PC = 0.94
aThe used test database; bperformance denotes the correlation with subjective assessment, unless stated otherwise; SRC, source sequence; PC, Pearson’s correlation
coefficient; SC, Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient.
Blurring and ringing are the main associated degrada-
tions when JPEG2000 coding is operated at low bitrate
conditions. The quality method proposed in [19] predicts
quality of JPEG2000 coded images by combining blur and
ringing assessment methods. Based on the local image
structures, a gradient profile sharpness histogram is cal-
culated for evaluation of a blur estimation method, and a
ringing method is generated from regions associated with
gradients profiles. Here, a gradient profile is essentially the
distribution of the gradient magnitude along the gradient
direction. It has been argued that the underlying proposed
blur method is insensitive to the inherent blur found in
natural images, e.g., out-of-focus blur. The performance
of the method is similar to or better than a number of
competitive methods while tested on LIVE JPEG2000 and
TID2008 datasets.
A rule-based VQA method given in [82] relies on a
group of pixel domain features of a video. It includes
blockiness and blurriness as well as spatial activity, tem-
poral predictability, edge continuity, motion continuity,
and color continuity. The authors have used already avail-
able methods to measure the first five features and have
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Figure 7 A basic scheme for NR-P-based assessment of multiple
artifacts.
proposed their own methods for the estimation of the
motion continuity and color continuity. A multivariate
data analysis technique has been used to combine all the
features for computing a single quality score. The earliest
mentioned three features (blockiness, blurriness, and spa-
tial activity) are measured on a single frame and the rest
is calculated on an inter-frame basis. The used approach
is to segregate the given set of videos into one of the
given feature models and then estimate an initial predic-
tion of the quality measure. After that, using a low-quality
version of the video, a correction value is added to the
initial quality estimate of the original videos. The authors
claim that at the time of publication, this is the first
reference-free quality method for H.264/AVC encoded
videos which have been tested on a relatively large test
database.
Noise is an artifact found in images in the form of
a random variation of brightness and color information
(see Section 1.3.4 for more details on noise). An empiri-
cal formulation of the objective measure of image quality
based on blur and noise has been proposed in [83]. The
method is based on the level of image intensity variations
around its edges. The authors argue that in modern digi-
tal cameras, the image signal processor (ISP) enhances the
image by removing noise but in doing so, it may deterio-
rate the image texture. Hence, there is a need of finding a
trade-off between noise and blur and it provides a ratio-
nale for combining the estimation of noise and blur in
the same method. Specifically, this method considers sim-
ulated conditions of white noise as source of the noise
artifact in the test stimuli.
Another joint method for noise and blur estimation is
found in [84]. It estimates the amount of degradations
introduced by additive white noise, Gaussian blur, and
defocus blur on the quality of an image. Given the fact
that noise disturbs virtually all the spatial frequencies of
an image and causes an adverse rise in the higher frequen-
cies while blur has attenuation effect on them, it is justified
to study the joint impact of noise and blur on the per-
ceptual quality. The authors have evaluated the impact of
noise in both spatial and frequency domain while only the
frequency domain is used for blur estimation. The central
idea is to influence the power spectra of the image in order
to highlight the impact of the distortions on the spectrum
properties. The source of noise in the test stimuli used in
this work is also white noise. The proposed method has
not been tested for its correlation with subjective assess-
ment but it has a competitive performance in comparison
with a contemporary method [85] of blind image quality
evaluation.
In [86], a sharpness method is presented which is sen-
sitive to the prevailing blur and noise in an image. The
mathematical formulation of the method is based on
image gradients computed through singular value decom-
position (SVD) rather than edge detection as commonly
found in contemporary pixel-based structure measures.
However, it requires a prior estimate of noise variance.
This issue has been resolved in the authors’ later con-
tribution [87]. Simulations on realistic noise data have
substantiated the potential usage of this method in param-
eter optimization issues of image restoration such as
applications for denoising. The support vector regression
(SVR)-based method reported in [88] uses singular vec-
tors from the SVD data instead of using singular values
as in [87]. Various artifacts would modify the singular
vectors, and hence the geometry of the distorted image
will be changed leading to visual annoyance as perceived
by humans. The usefulness of the method was tested on
multiple image databases with a variety of artifacts. The
results were found to be in accordance with subjective
ratings.
Another quality method based on gradient statistics of
JPEG and JPEG2000 images, degraded by blockiness and
blur, is presented in [89]. This method differs from the
methods given above in one way that it does not com-
bine the estimated amount of artifacts to yield a single
quality score. Instead, it uses the same approach of cal-
culation of local features in gradient domain for both of
JPEG and JPEG2000 images and then estimates the qual-
ity of the two sets separately. The obtained results lie in
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accordance with some contemporary methods of block-
ing estimation in JPEG images and blur estimation in
JPEG2000 images. Further, an artificial neural network has
been used in [90] to combine a blocking method, a blur-
ring method, and a ringing method to estimate the overall
quality of an image. Quality estimators targeted for images
encoded by JPEG2000 usually quantify ringing only, but
such images may contain blur as well. The method pro-
posed in [91] first determines the type of distortion by
using an ANN classifier and then, depending on these
results, either uses a ringing [92] or blur [43] method for
the quality assessment.
Different from the aforementioned IQA methods,
another example of a composite method has been
proposed for videos [93]. This method is based on block-
ing and flickering measure of H.264/AVC encoded videos.
It correlates well with subjective quality assessment and
also with the structural similarity (SSIM) index [94].
Most of the VQA methods are processed in the lumi-
nance plane only to simplify the computational complex-
ity. However, the method proposed in [95] computes three
artifacts both in the luminance and chrominance planes
of a video. In this method, they compute the significance
of the direction in which an artifact is calculated for deter-
mining its contribution to perceptual quality assessment.
Hence, for example, the value of blur in vertical direction
has been given more weighting than the same in hori-
zontal direction. In this method, blocking is measured by
computing boundary smoothness between 8 × 8 blocks
and block visibility detection. The third impairment which
is considered is jitter/jerkiness. Finally, a multiple regres-
sion scheme is employed for weighted integration of the
six feature values towards the corresponding quality value.
The suggested quality predictor bears competitive corre-
lation with subjective MOS when compared with some
contemporary methods as tested on standard-definition
television (SDTV) sequences found in VQEG Phase 1
database.
A modular method of combining artifacts both from
spatial and temporal domain for quality estimation
has been proposed in [80]. The method accounts for
frame freeze/jerkiness and clearness/sharpness in MPEG-
4 encoded videos. It has been claimed that the combined
model is an estimator of global visual quality.
1.4.1 Discussion
Given the fact that a certain type of processing, e.g.,
JPEG2000 coding, can introduce more than one kind of
artifacts, it is imperative to have quality estimators that
can assess the impact of more than one artifact. The appli-
cation of the estimation ofmultiple artifacts becomes even
more interesting when a certain processing that involves
removal of an artifact, such as denoising, can produce
another artifact due to its underlying methodology. The
popularity of digital cameras in the recent years increases
the demand of a quality estimation mechanism to com-
pute multiple artifacts that can be used as an aid to
improve the photography experience. Global visual qual-
ity estimators such as in [80] are a useful contribution
towards making an overall assessment of a video signal
as it can be impaired by spatial artifacts like blurring and
temporal artifacts like jerkiness at the same time. Table 2
presents a summary of some of the existing methods of
quality assessment that are based on the estimation of
multiple artifacts. Overall, it is noted that these methods
should be tested on higher-resolution images/videos to
account for the requirements of the new display devices
with capability of presenting resolutions of HD and above.
1.5 Features measures-based methods
An image or video signal can be decomposed to obtain
various features that may be used in the process of esti-
mating the perceptual quality of an image or a video.
Generally, such features can represent a particular aspect
of the visual signal and its relation to the corresponding
perceptual quality. Depending upon the nature of the fea-
ture with regards to its relation to perceptual quality, a
certain feature can be a desired or an unwanted compo-
nent of an image or video. For instance, the presence of
sharpness in an image can be perceptually preferred in
many cases and hence it may be considered as a wanted
feature. On the other hand, an image with pixel distor-
tions could be considered as of low quality. In addition,
certain features represent different characteristics of an
image or video and can be used as complementary infor-
mation besides other features for making an estimate of
quality. For example, the amount of spatio-temporal infor-
mation content of a video can be used to characterize the
masking effect on various artifacts that may be present in
the signal. More examples of visual quality relevant fea-
tures include local contrast, brightness, colorfulness, and
structural activity [96,97].
Moreover, it has been described in [98] that natural
images possess a common statistical behavior. This behav-
ior has been termed as NSS, and it has been found to
be a useful feature for the description of image quality.
There have been numerous applications of NSS includ-
ing image segmentation, denoising, and texture analysis
and synthesis. Although it was concluded in [98] that the
major usage of scene statistics would be in the investiga-
tion of visual sensory processing, these have recently been
proved to be quite useful in the design of no-reference
quality methods. It has been found that such common sta-
tistical characteristics get distorted by image processing
applications like image compression, and a quantitative
measure of this distortion can yield the relevant varia-
tions in the image quality. Thus, anNSS-drivenNR quality
assessment method would provide the measure of the
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Table 2 Characteristic summary of multiple-artifacts-based and features measures-basedmetrics
Method Reference Processing Resolution Test dataa Performanceb
Multiple Liang et al. [19] JPEG2000 768 × 512 LIVE image, TID2008 (LIVE) PC = 0.92, SC = 0.94
artifacts Pastrana et al. [80] MPEG-4 QCIF, CIF 6 SRCs PC = 0.9, SC = 0.9
NR-P-based Oelbaum et al. [82] H.264/AVC CIF 300 test videos PC = 0.82, SC = 0.75
Choi et al. [83] JPEG2000, noise 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.91
Cohen et al. [84] Noise and blur 256 × 256 75 test images -
Zhu et al. [86] JPEG2000 512 × 768 LIVE image -
Narwaria et al. [88] Multiple Multiple Multiple (LIVE) PC = 0.8894
Liu et al. [89] JPEG, JPEG2000 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.92
Natural scene Zhou et al. [99] JPEG2000 768 × 512 LIVE image -
statistics Lu et al. [100] Multiple 768 × 512 LIVE image Multiple
Shen et al. [102] Multiple 512 × 512 LIVE +26, 260 test images Multiple
Moorthy et al. [103] Multiple 768 × 512, 512 × 384 LIVE image, TID2008 Multiple
Pixel-based Gastaldo et al. [111] JPEG 480 × 720, 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.94
features Li et al. [112] Multiple 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.87, SC = 0.87
Zhang et al. [113] JPEG2000 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.93, SC = 0.92
Zhang et al. [97] JPEG, JPEG2000 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.92, SC = 0.92
Yao et al. [119] - - VQEG phase 1 PC = 0.86, SC = 0.85
Ries et al. [121] H.264/AVC SIF 10 SRCs PC = 0.93
Ries et al. [122] H.264/AVC SIF 10 SRCs PC = 0.93
Pixel-based Sazzad et al. [114] JPEG2000 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.93, SC = 0.96
features and Jiang et al. [127] MPEG-2 HD 72 test images PC = 0.91
artifacts Keimel et al. [129] H.264/AVC HD 7 SRC videos PC = 0.86, SC = 0.85
Sazzad et al. [130] JPEG 640 × 480 490 test image pairs PC = 0.93
aThe used test database; bperformance denotes the correlation with subjective assessment, unless stated otherwise; SRC, source sequence; PC, Pearson’s correlation
coefficient; SC, Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient.
unnaturalness introduced into the natural scene statistics
under the effect of image distortions. Figure 8 shows a
basic schematic block diagram of feature-based methods.
We have divided the review of such methods into three
subsections: (i) Natural scene statistics, (ii) Pixel-based
features, and (iii) Pixel-based features and artifacts.
1.5.1 Natural scene statistics
It has been claimed in [92] that the distortion introduced
in the nonlinear dependencies found in natural images
can be quantified for making an estimate of perceptual
quality. Based on that notion, the authors presented an
NSS-driven approach for quality assessment of images
processed by wavelet-based compression standards like
JPEG2000.
Similarly, the NSS-based image quality prediction
approach presented in [99] is also limited to be applica-
ble only to JPEG2000. The authors have used a neural
network to regress between inputs from NSS-based spec-
tral amplitude fall-off curves in combination with posi-
tional similarity measure of wavelet coefficients and the
corresponding quality value.
Harnessed by the measures to keep the model attributes
unaffected by image content variations, the method pro-
posed in [100] uses a contourlet transform [101] to quan-
tify the degradations incurred on NSS. The authors show
that wavelet transform does not completely exhibit the
artifacts present in the image and the effect of degra-
dations is visible in all the subbands of the contourlet
domain. Hence, the contourlet domain can be more effec-
tive in image quality assessment. The proposed method
has a clear advantage in precisely predicting the image
quality while tested for images degraded by JPEG2000
and JPEG compression and distortions like Gaussian blur,
fast fading channel, and white noise. Similarly, a statis-
tical relationship between the characteristics of NSS in
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Figure 8 A basic scheme for NR-P-based assessment of visual
quality using measures of various features.
images and the corresponding quality values was studied
in [102] to engineer a reference-free quality method. In
order to provide the quality ranking of the filtered natural
images, a histogram of a combination of image trans-
forms, namely, curvelet, wavelet, and cosine transform is
computed. The considered distortions include noise, blur,
and artifacts introduced by compression using JPEG2000
and JPEG. As the authors pointed out, this is one of the
few quality methods which can quantify the perceptual
impact of such a broad range of degradation types. The
additional advantage of this method is its ability to clas-
sify images on the basis of the presence of one or more
of these artifacts. The proposed method was tested on a
large set of images from the LIVE image database as well
as authors’ own test set of images. As a result, a promising
level of correlation with subjective quality assessment was
obtained.
The distortion identification-based image quality esti-
mation method proposed in [103] offers an NSS-based
approach of image quality prediction framework and algo-
rithm. Firstly, the pertinent distortion is identified. Then,
NSS features are used to quantify the relevant qual-
ity value which is largely independent of the distortion
type present in the image. The used feature set describes
(i) scale and orientation selective statistics, (ii) orienta-
tion selective statistics, (iii) correlations across scales, (iv)
spatial correlation, and (v) across orientation statistics.
Support vector regression is used to train the model, and
the proposed method is proved to be comparable in pre-
cision of assessment to full reference methods such as
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and SSIM. The method
was evaluated on images found in TID2008 and LIVE
databases. It was found quite closely correlated to subjec-
tive assessment of image quality and hence proved itself to
be test-set independent.
The idea of the impact of distortions on NSS has
been used in [104] for prediction of video quality where
each frame of the video is decomposed into a Lapla-
cian pyramid of a number of subbands. Intra-subband
statistics including mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis,
energy, entropy, and inter-subband statistics, namely,
Jensen Shannon divergence, SSIM, and smoothness are
computed. A Minkowski pooling scheme is adopted to
yield a single value out of the aforementioned statistics.
The proposed method is reported to perform better than
some FR metrics while tested on the LIVE video quality
database.
Similar to NSS, a basic model is presented in [105]
to develop an NR quality method based on temporal
statistics of videos called as natural motion statistics
(NMS). The theory of independent component analysis
(ICA) has been applied in order to compute NMS. The
authors have shown that independent components calcu-
lated from the optical flow vectors of a video signal fol-
low the Laplacian distribution. Consequently, it has been
observed that the root mean square (RMS) error of the
fit between the extracted independent components and
Laplacian distribution can be used as an indicator of video
quality.
Saad et al. have presented their DCT statistics-based
image integrity index in [106]. The central idea is to track
the change in particular statistics of an image while it
traverses from being original to a distorted one. The pro-
posed framework is mainly DCT based. Owing to the
perceptual relevance, some features representing struc-
tural information and contrast of an image have been
extracted from the DCT values at two levels of spatial
sampling. An improved version of this approach is found
in [107] where the impact of NSS features for various
perceptual degrees of degradation has been added.
In contrast to most of the approaches mentioned before
that involve transformation of an image into another
domain such as DCT, the NSS-based quality estimator
presented in [108] performs in the spatial domain. Locally
normalized luminance and its products-based empirical
distribution is used to compute quality relevant features
for building a spatial NSS model. The performance of the
proposed method has been found to be better than FR
methods such as PSNR and SSIM. The authors have vali-
dated the NR application of this method by employing it in
an image denoising system. A similar approach has been
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adopted in [109] to define latent quality factors that were
used to estimate the image quality.
The idea of NSS features-based quality estimator has
been used in the case of stereoscopic images as well. In
reference [110], 2D- and 3D-based statistical features are
extracted from stereopsis to estimate the image quality.
A support vector machine model has been trained using
these features, and the model has been tested using the
LIVE 3D database.
1.5.2 Pixel-based features
There are some methods of no-reference quality esti-
mation which rely on certain statistics, mainly spatial
features, derived from pixels of an image or video to per-
form the corresponding perceptual quality evaluation. In
[111], the authors present an example where they have
used objective features related to energy, entropy, homo-
geneousness, and contrast from the color correlogram
of an image. These features have been used to train an
ANN which serves as a prediction model. Li et al. [112]
have also deployed an ANN-based model to devise a
quality estimation method using perceptually relevant
image features including phase congruency, entropy of the
degraded image, and gradient of the degraded image. The
importance of phase of an image for its fidelity repre-
sentation is well known, and the gradient of an image is
an implication of changes in the luminance of an image.
An ANN model is also used in the image semantic qual-
ity method presented in [96] where a variety of quality
descriptive features have been used. The authors argue
that the overall visual quality can be seen in terms of
the usefulness and naturalness of an image. Sharpness
and clarity are considered as the representatives of use-
fulness of an image, whereas brightness and colorfulness
represent naturalness. These four representations of use-
fulness and brightness are further branched into a large set
of pixel-based features; edge pixel distribution, contrast,
mean brightness, and color dispersion are a few of the
used 14 features. The advantage of using higher number
of features has been shown by better performance of the
predictor.
Compared to the aforementioned methods that rely on
the process of training a particular model by using an
extracted set of features, the pixel-activity-based method
proposed in [113] does not use such methodology. The
focus here is on the activity map of an image, essentially
controlled by features, namely, monotone-changing, zero-
crossing (ZC), and the existence of inactive pixels, which
are calculated for non-overlapping image blocks. The con-
cept of ZC has been used to refer to the places in the
Laplacian of an image where the value of the Laplacian
passes through zero, i.e., the points where the Laplacian
changes sign. Such points often occur at edges in an
image. The use of ZC as a constituent of an activity map
is justified as the method was proposed for JPEG2000
encoded images; and ringing, which can be caused by
JPEG2000-based compression, has the potential of gen-
erating ZC around contours. Moreover, spatial features
consisting of edge information and pixel distortion have
been used to predict quality of JPEG2000 encoded images
in [114]. Pixel distortion is computed using standard
deviation of a central pixel and a measure of difference
between central pixel and its closest neighbor pixels. Edge
information relies on zero-crossing rate and a histogram
measure. Particle swarm optimization has been employed
to integrate these features into a single quality index.
The authors have presented a similar method in their
contribution [115].
The notion of quality estimation with regards to struc-
tural changes in images as a result of distortions has
gained widespread attention. The FR method SSIM [94]
is a commonly used representative method of this area.
Zhang et al. [97] have put forward a similar approach of
quality estimation based on structural changes. However,
the nature of the particular distortion should be known
beforehand. Thismethod can be used to evaluate degrada-
tion caused by the following artifacts but one set at a time:
(i) Gaussian blur and noise, (ii) blur and ringing, and (iii)
blockiness. In a nutshell, local structural activity is taken
in the form of direction spread whereas structural activ-
ity weight is computed through a measure of structural
strength and zero-crossing activity.
Some feature-based methods make use of the proper-
ties of HVS to govern the performance of the method for
better correlation with subjective assessment. A 3D mul-
tispectral wavelet transform-based method of NR quality
estimation for color video has been given in [116]. Vari-
ous channels of the HVS have been represented by wavelet
decomposition of the video. To invoke the impact of the
HVS, a perceptual mask of sensitivity with integrated
impacts of spatio-temporal contrast and luminance has
been applied to all wavelet bands. The final step is to draw
a perceptual mask weighted flow tensor between succes-
sive frames to define the method. An ANN has been used
in [117] with an extreme learning machine (ELM) algo-
rithm for determining the relationship between spatial
statistics of an image and its corresponding quality. These
statistics are mainly HVS-inspired features, namely, edge
amplitude, edge length, background activity, and back-
ground luminance of an image. As the proposed method
is basically targeted at JPEG encoded images, some of
the underlying methodologies which help calculate these
features are focused on computation of blockiness. Since
DCT coding is used in video coding also, the proposed
algorithm can be generalized to be workable for video
quality assessment.
In the experiments on determining the visual interest
for different objects and locations inside an image, it has
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been found that HVS perception is not spatially uniform.
Instead, there are specific areas called region of interest
(ROI), which draw more attention and hence contribute
more towards overall quality assessment of an image.
Treisman et al. [118] observed that the visual system
notices and codes different features in parallel channels
before the observer actually recognizes the objects in an
image. Features such as color, brightness, and orienta-
tion can be pooled together to form a unique entity to
be observed. Based on this observation, there exist IQA
methods which assess perceptual quality of an image by
focusing mainly on those ROIs. One such method is pro-
posed in [119] where the impact of importance of various
ROIs in a video frame has been integrated into a wavelet-
based just noticeable difference (JND) profile of visual
perception. The proposedmethodworks better than some
contemporary methods when it was tested on the VQEG
Phase I database.
In order to estimate the impact of packet loss impair-
ments on video quality, a method based on edge strength
around macroblock boundaries is proposed in [51]. Edge
strength values are processed through a low-pass filter,
and a threshold value is applied to compute the edge
maps of adjacent rows. Finally, the impact of packet loss is
computed through a difference between these edge maps.
In order to quantify the quality of enhanced images,
the method given in [120] divides an image into smooth
and textured areas. A JND formulation of perception is
derived based on the local average brightness and local
spatial frequency. The effect of enhancement is moni-
tored through a comparison of local brightness and a JND
threshold. The performance of the proposed method is
reported to be better than that of conventional average
local variance-based methods.
Features-based assessment of the content of an image
or video can be used in the estimation of perceptual qual-
ity. Ries et al. have shown the relevance of the content
class of videos in the process of determination of the
visual quality in [121]. The authors classify a given set
of videos into five groups based on the content. One of
such group, called class here, contains videos which have
a small moving ROI with a still scene in the background.
Another content class has videos with huge spread of
angle of movie capturing device and is called panorama.
These content classes are created based on the statistics
that are mainly related to motion dynamics of a video.
Values of zero motion vector ratio, mean size of motion
vector, uniformity of the movement, horizontalness of
movement, and greenness are the classification parame-
ters which are used to segregate the set of videos into
different content classes. The central idea of the method
is to first check the content class of a video and then esti-
mate the visual quality based on bitrate and frame rate.
The authors continued working on the same idea in their
contribution found in [122] where they have presented
a method aimed at the most common content classes of
videos for handheld devices. Khan et al. have proposed
a content-based method to combine encoding and trans-
mission level parameters to predict video quality in [123].
Based on spatio-temporal features, the videos are first
divided into content-based groups using cluster analysis.
Adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
and a regression model have been used separately to esti-
mate the quality score. As per their results, transmission
parameters like packet error rate have more impact on the
quality than the compression parameters such as frame
rate etc. The underlying techniques of ANFIS model and
content clustering have been used in the authors’ other
contributions as given in [124,125].
1.5.3 Pixel-based features and artifacts
Some of the existing no-reference perceptual quality
assessment methods are composed of a set of spatial fea-
tures combined with some measurement of artifacts. A
set of spatial artifacts has been combined with some spa-
tial image features to estimate perceptual image quality
in [126]. An ANN model was trained with these features
for the quality prediction. Working on a similar approach,
the method presented in [127] integrates spatial features
such as picture entropy (represents the amount of infor-
mation of a picture) and frequency energy (distribution
of frequency energy in images) with artifacts, namely,
blur and blockiness. The proposed method seems promi-
nent because of its use of the chrominance information
also while most of the contemporary quality measures
are based on statistics from the luminance channel only.
In this contribution, it has been shown that extraction
of these features from ROI further improves the value of
correlation with subjective scores. Five features of qual-
ity significance have been used to model an ANN-based
quality predictor in [128] where the features set consti-
tutes a measure of artifacts such as blocking and ringing
and spatial statistics such as zero-crossing rate, edge activ-
ity measure, and z-score. Another method built on similar
principle is found in [129] where the amount of blurring
and blocking has been combined with spatial activity in an
image and predictability of an image. A partial least square
regression (PLSR) approach has been used to deter-
mine the function between these features and the quality
value.
The approach given in [130] uses local segmented fea-
tures related to degradation and dissimilarity for quality
estimation of 3D images. In fact, the essential method-
ology used in [114] for 2D images have been extended
to be employed for 3D images in [130]. One of the key
means used to check disparity in left and right images of
a stereoscopic image is the block-based edge information
measure.
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The authors in [131] propose a method for the assess-
ment of facial image quality. Eye-detection, sharpness,
noise, contrast, and luminance values of a test image are
calculated. A weighted sum of these quantities constitutes
the value of the quality method. In view of the discussion
presented in [132], relatively more weighting has been
given to sharpness and eye-detection as they are more
important for determining facial image quality.
In [133], a set of artifacts, namely, blocking, ringing,
truncation of the number of bits for image values, and
noise is combined with a set of features including contrast
and sharpness for designing a video quality prediction
method. Each of these parameters is fitted separately in
a functional relationship with subjective assessment of
quality such that the correlation between the parameter
values and subjective scores is maximized. Subsequently,
these individual fitting functions are merged together to
form a joint relationship with the perceptual quality. The
data used for training includes original videos as well as
different combinations of sharpness-enhanced and noise-
contaminated videos. The trained model is tested on
another data set which reveals a promising correlation
with subjective scores.
Unlike the aforementioned NR-P-based artifacts or fea-
tures measures-based methods, the mean square error
distortion due to network impairments for a H.264/AVC
encoded video is computed in [134]. An estimate of MSE
is computed using the pattern of lost macroblocks due
to an erroneous transmission of the video. Information
about the lost macroblocks is estimated through the traces
of the error concealment process. The same methodology
has been enhanced in [135] for more general application
scenarios such as no assumption is done about a certain
error concealment algorithm and it does not require the
knowledge of exact slicing structure.
1.5.4 Discussion
From the review of the features measures-based methods,
we can make some general observations. The approach of
estimating visual quality by quantifying the impact of dis-
tortions on natural scene statistics has gained a wide inter-
est to gauge degradations due to different image process-
ing techniques including compression. However, more of
such approaches should be tested in the case of videos as
well. Moreover, assessment of quality degradation due to
network impairments using NSS-based approaches could
be useful. The pixel-based and features-based approaches
can be seen as composed of techniques that rely on a vari-
ety of spatial features including those related to edges,
contrast, and some measures of structural information.
The performance of these approaches can be enhanced
by adapting the computational procedure with regards
to the input of HVS preferences. Additionally, including
the impact of mostly occurring artifacts such as blurring,
blocking, or noise could be an advantage. We observe that
most of the pixel domain features-based approaches have
been designed for images and it is desirable to generalize
the relevant methods for applications in the case of videos.
Temporal pooling quality methods such as Minkowski
summation or other methods such as adaptive to percep-
tual distortion [136] can be used for this purpose. Table 2
presents a summary of some of the methods discussed
in this section. It is evident that most of the meth-
ods in this category exhibit very promising performance,
with correlation coefficient values equal to or higher
than 0.85.
1.6 Bitstream-based methods
An estimate of the quality of an encoded video can be
made by parsing the coded bitstream to deliver readily
available features such as encoding parameters and net-
work quality of service (QoS)-related parameters. The
methods that adopt the usage of the bitstream data for
quality estimation avoid the computational complexity of
processing the full video data, as full decoding of the input
video is not usually required in the case of bitstream-
based methods. Another advantage of this type of meth-
ods is the use of readily available information from the
bitstream that is significant for the quality estimation, for
example, the motion vectors, coding modes, and quan-
tization parameter values. However, these methods are
inherently coding standard specific as different encoders
have different formats of bitstream. There is a range of
quality relevant features that can be extracted by partial
decoding or primary analysis of the bitstream data. The
performance of such methods significantly depends upon
the level of access to the bitstream [137]. A block diagram
of general framework in bitstream-basedmethods is given
in Figure 9. We have divided the discussion of these meth-
ods into three categories based on the level of information
used for processing, in accordance with the standardized
models recommended by telecommunication standard-
ization sector of International Telecommunication Union
(ITU-T), as discussed in [138,139]. This includes paramet-
ric models (parametric planning model and parametric
packet-layer model) and bitstream layer model. In the
former type, extrinsic features of a video that are of para-
metric nature such as bitrate, frame rate, and packet loss
rate are used. Bitstream layer models have detailed access
to the payload and intrinsic features related to a video such
as coding modes, quantization parameter, and DCT coef-
ficients. The standardization of these models includes the
methods designed for estimation of audio quality as well,
but our discussion is limited to video quality only.
1.6.1 Parametric planningmodel
The parametric planning models have rather low com-
plexity as they do not access the bitstream and utilize
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Figure 9 A basic scheme used for video quality assessment
methods based on bitstream-based features.
bitrate, codec type, and packet loss rate for making a
crude estimation of video quality. The work item related
to this category in ITU-T is known as Opinion model for
video-telephony applications, G.1070 [140]. ITU-T Rec-
ommendation G.1070 proposes a method for the assess-
ment of videophone quality, based on speech and video
parameters, that can be used by the network perfor-
mance planners for ensuring the given level of end-to-
end quality of the service. A quality prediction model
for MPEG-2 and H.264/AVC encoded videos for IPTV
is presented in [141]. The model takes some parameters
related to encoding information, packet information and
client information to assess the overall quality. In refer-
ence [142], a parametric model is proposed that is based
on a simple method of estimating MSE that occurs due
to a given pattern of packet loss. The authors derived
a relationship between average motion vector length
and MSE and this relation gives a fair estimate of the
actual MSE.
1.6.2 Parametric packet-layermodel
The packet layer models have access to the packet header
of the bitstream and can extract a limited set of param-
eters including bitrate on sequence or frame level, frame
rate and type, and packet loss rate. Parametric packet-
layer models are also known as QoS-based methods. The
work item related to this category in ITU-T is known
as non-intrusive parametric model for the assessment of
performance of multimedia streaming (P.NAMS) [143].
The visual quality estimation method proposed in [144]
presents an approach where it is not required to decode
the video at any level, suitable for situations where
the encoded video is encrypted. Given the observation
that error concealment is more effective when there is
less motion in the video, an estimation of the motion
dynamics of a particular video is required to assess the
effectiveness of an error concealment strategy. In this
method, the ratio of the average of the B (bi-predictive
coded) frame data size to the average of the size of
all frames is compared with a predetermined thresh-
old to adjust the value of the video quality score. The
results obtained from the effectiveness of error conceal-
ment are refined by adjusting the values in accordance
with the importance of the region in which the error has
occurred.
The models in [141,145] are designed for H.264/AVC
coded SD and HD videos where a support vector machine
(SVM) classifier has been used to assess the video quality
based on the visibility of packet loss. By the same research
group, the packet layer model presented in [146] uses
video resolution, bitrate, packet loss rate, and some infor-
mation of the codec settings to design a quality estimator
for H.264/AVC- and MPEG-2-based encoded videos. An
improvement on such statistical parameters-based mod-
els is found in [147] where temporal and spatial charac-
teristics of a video are estimated from the packet header
to build a content-adaptive model for quality assessment.
The no-reference method presented in [148] is based
on a nonlinear relationship between an objective qual-
ity metric and the quality-related parameters. To make it
computationally simple, the authors have used only two
parameters, namely, packet loss rate and the value of the
interval between intra-frames of a video.
In [149], the authors have presented preliminary results
of their investigation into streamlining the impacts of
different conditions of packet loss over visible degrada-
tion to classify packet loss as visible or invisible. The
parameters used in the decision making are extracted
from the encoded bitstream. This model was tested for
SD resolution H.264/AVC coded videos. If 25% or less
subjects perceived an artifact, such a packet loss event
was classified as invisible. If 75% or more subjects per-
ceived an artifact, the corresponding packet loss event was
classified as visible. In this case, the artifacts perceived
by subjects between 25% and 75% were not accounted
for at all. This issue was addressed in the authors’ later
contribution [150] where all artifacts perceived by less
than 75% subjects were classified as invisible. Moreover,
they extended the model by including more quality-
relevant parameters and generalized it by testing it on HD
videos. The authors applied the same model for High Effi-
ciency Video Coding (HEVC) encoded videos to examine
its cross-standard performance, as reported in [151]. It
was observed that the artifact visibility slightly increases
while changing from H.264/AVC to HEVC-based video
coding.
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1.6.3 Bitstream layermodel
In the bitstream-based methods, bitstream layer mod-
els have access to most of the data that can be used for
the video quality estimation. The work item paramet-
ric non-intrusive bitstream assessment of video media
streaming quality (P.NBAMS) [152] in its mode 1 (pars-
ing mode) is related to the bitstream layer models. In
this mode, it is allowed to do any kind of analysis of
the bitstream except the usage of the pixel data. The
input information includes parameters extracted from
the packet header and payload. Besides the parameters
included in the parametric models, this model uses QP,
DCT coefficients of the coded video, and pixel informa-
tion. This makes the model comparatively more com-
plex but it generally offers better performance. A low-
complexity solution of video quality prediction based on
bitstream extracted parameters is found in [153]. The
features used are mainly related to the encoding param-
eters and are taken on sequence level. Low complexity
has been achieved by using a simple multilinear regres-
sion system for building the relationship between the
parameters and quality values. An improvement of this
approach is presented in [154] where the required number
of parameters has been reduced for computational effi-
ciency and the prediction accuracy has been improved by
the virtue of the usage of an ANN. A further improve-
ment is found in [155] where a larger features set is used
and the prediction of subjective MOS is also performed.
A set of 48 bitstream parameters related to slice coding
type, coding modes, various statistics of motion vectors,
and QP value was used in [156] to predict the quality
of high-definition television (HDTV) video encoded by
H.264/AVC. PLSRwas used as tool for regression between
the feature set and subjective assessment. This method
outperformed the authors’ earlier contribution [129] and
some contemporary objective methods of visual quality
assessment.
H.264/AVC employs an in-loop filter to suppress block-
ing, and this filter has a specific parameter called bound-
ary strength (BS) assigned to transform blocks. Statistics
of BS combined with QP and average bitrate has been
used in [157] to predict quality of H.264/AVC encoded
videos. The proposed method formulates a linear com-
bination of these parameters and a linear regression was
conducted to determine its relationship with the sub-
jective assessment scores. A motion-based visual quality
estimation method was proposed in [158] for H.264/AVC
encoded videos. In this method, some statistical fea-
tures related to motion vectors along with bitrate and
frame rate are calculated. PCA is used to identify the
parameters most influential in the estimation of video
quality value. Finally, the selected set of features is fed
to an equation of quality computation. The inclusion of
motion features into the reference-free quality assessment
is justified by the fact that the reduction in visual qual-
ity is less for a certain level of compression when the
motion is low, for example, the case of videos with static
scenes.
A PSNR estimator for H.264/AVC encoded video is
presented in [159] where bitrate, QP value, and coding
mode are used as the features for quality prediction. The
method given in [160] uses QP and block coding mode
parameters for quality prediction of H.264/AVC encoded
videos.
Based on an opinion model from ITU-T [140], an auto-
matic QoE monitoring method is proposed in [161]. It
depends on the network level information derived from
packet loss pattern and loss rank of a frame in a group
of pictures (GOP) and a measure of motion vectors to
represent motion activity to train an ANN model against
subjective scores of expert viewers.
In [162], the authors proposed a framework for qual-
ity estimation where a QoS parameter, packet loss rate,
is combined with spatial and temporal complexities of
a video. Usually, a complete decoding of the video is
required to estimate its spatial and temporal complexity
as these complexity values are generally obtained by an
average measure of the pixel variance of codeblocks in
a frame. However, the authors have proposed a method
of estimating spatial and temporal complexity from the
bitstream information only. Specifically, they have devel-
oped a rate-distortion model for QP value and bitrate
which helps in estimating the complexity measure. Com-
bining this complexity estimate with effects of packet loss
delivers a measure of frame quality. Temporal domain
quality degradation is computed through occurrences of
frame freeze or frame loss. An overall estimate of the video
quality is made by a pooling scheme which integrates the
spatial and temporal quality indicators. The authors have
argued that the suggested method can be used for real-
time video services due to its fair accuracy and efficiency
in computational cost.
In [163], the impact of compression on quality esti-
mated through MSE prediction using DCT coefficients
data [164] is combined with (i) a packet loss model sim-
ilar to the one presented in ITU-T Recommendation G.
1070 [140], (ii) a frame type-dependent packet loss model,
and (iii) a frame type- and error pattern-dependent model
separately. It was concluded from the obtained results that
a combination of [164] and (iii) offers the best prediction
of visual quality of these three combinations.
Bitstream layer methods can also utilize the DCT coef-
ficients data of the encoded image or video, as it can
be obtained by partial decoding [138]. There are several
such methods which make a quality estimate based on
the statistics of the DCT coefficient values. Eden [165]
has proposed an algorithm for estimation of PSNR using
the assumption that the probability distribution function
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(pdf) of DCT coefficients follows Laplacian distribution
for H.264/AVC encoded videos. A modified Laplacian
model for estimation of DCT coefficients distribution has
been presented in [166] for JPEG images. The authors
proposed to use maximum likelihood with linear predic-
tion estimates to compute the parameter λ (lambda) of
the Laplacian pdf, where λ is a parameter of the distribu-
tion. Investigation of the correlation between distribution
parameters at adjoining frequencies and integration of
the prediction results using maximum-likelihood param-
eters are the key components of this method. They have
also used Watson’s model [167] for perceptual weighting
of local error estimates in an image. The method given
in [166] has been upgraded to be workable for videos
in [168]. Here, the video quality predictor has a local error
assessment unit, besides having statistics from motion
vectors. These values are passed to a perceptual spatio-
temporal model that incorporates the HVS sensitivity
to produce the visual quality score. Two more methods
based on the similar approach from these authors are
PSNR estimation for H.264/AVC encoded videos [169]
and PSNR estimation for MPEG-2 encoded videos as
given in [170].
Contrary to the assumption of Laplacian distribution to
model DCT coefficients, it has been argued in [171] that a
Cauchy distribution better suits the H.264/AVC encoded
data in the process of quality estimation. The proposed
approach has been found to be better than the Laplacian
distribution [165] in terms of bias between the actual and
estimated values of PSNR.
The authors in [172] have used DCT basis functions
to evaluate kurtosis measure of images for quality assess-
ment. Three different kinds of kurtosis measures have
been made, namely, 1D kurtosis based on frequency band,
basis function-based 1D kurtosis, and 2D kurtosis. How-
ever, the proposed scheme is meant only for images
degraded by blur and it has been tested on LIVE [14] data
set JPEG2000 encoded images.
Nishikawa et al. presented a PSNR estimation method
of JPEG2000 coded videos in [173] which is actually a
no-reference version of their earlier article that needed
reference information [174]. The method estimates the
PSNR by using wavelet coefficients from the neighbor-
ing frames of the frame which has lost some compressed
codeblocks. It is assumed that the effect of packet loss
upon codeblocks is possible to compute at the receiver
end, given that only packet loss occurs and no bit errors
exist.
1.6.4 Discussion
Bitstream-based methods of VQA have recently received
a significant attention for their computational simplicity
and applications in the online quality monitoring. Poten-
tially, the main advantage of these methods is the variety
in choice of the features which can be used for quality esti-
mation that in turn means the privilege of adapting to the
desired level of complexity. As compared to pixel-based
processing, the bitstream-based methods have special
advantage of having access to readily available information
such as bitrate, frame rate, QP, motion vectors, and vari-
ous types of information regarding the impacts of network
impairments. However, these methods are coding scheme
specific that makes them less generally applicable. In the
case of parametric planning models, the performance of
quality estimation remains limited due to the constraints
of the information that can be obtained from the allowed
level of access to the bitstream. Packet layer models have
better performance with popular application in interme-
diate nodes of a network as they do not need complex
processing and decryption of the data. Bitstream layer
models are superior in the performance and the com-
plexity can be flexible depending upon the desired level
of accuracy. For possible future works in this area, some
comparative performance reports of various models, such
as the ones presented in [139,175] would be useful to fur-
ther accelerate the research in designing better bitstream-
based VQA approaches. As we notice in the summary of
bitstream-basedmethods in Table 3, the research commu-
nity has mostly embraced H.264/AVC-based coding for
the design of such methods. It would be advantageous
to develop such methods for other popular coding stan-
dards as well. Moreover, analysis of the features relevant
for quality estimation for the recently approved ITU-
T standard of video coding, namely, H.265/HEVC [176]
would be useful. For example, in [177], it has been
shown that the existing methods of MSE estimation
are not feasible for HEVC as it has significantly dif-
ferent coding structure as compared to the previous
standards.
1.7 Hybrid of NR-P and NR-B methods
There are no-reference visual quality estimation meth-
ods which combine features from the coded bitstream
and some statistics from the decoded media. This type
of methods inherits the simplicity of computation from
the bitstream-based approaches, and further accuracy
in quality estimation is achieved by adding input from
the pixel-based approaches. Therefore, such methods can
avoid some of the difficulties involved in the pixel and
bitstream-based methods [178]. One such example is the
fusion of artifacts like blocking or blurring with param-
eters derived from motion vectors to build up a quality
estimation method. The work item P.NBAMS [152] in its
mode 2 (full decoding mode) is related to the hybrid mod-
els where the information from the coded bitstream as
well as reconstructed video can be used. Figure 10 gives an
overview of themethodology used in this type ofmethods.
Essentially, the choice of the features for extraction from
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Table 3 Characteristic summary of NR-B and hybrid metrics
Method Reference Processing Resolution Test dataa Performanceb
Bitstream-based Saad et al. [106] Multiple 768 × 512 LIVE image SC = 0.8
Saad et al. [107] Multiple 768 × 512 LIVE image SC = 0.93, PC = 0.93
Yamada et al. [144] H.264/AVC 1, 440 × 1, 080 - PC = 0.85
Rossholm et al. [153] H.264/AVC QCIF 288 test videos PC (PEVQ) = 0.95
Shahid et al. [154] H.264/AVC QCIF 288 test videos PC (PEVQ) = 0.98
Shahid et al. [155] H.264/AVC QCIF, CIF 120 test videos PC = 0.98
Keimel et al. [156] H.264/AVC HD - PC = 0.93
Lee [157] H.264/AVC QCIF 13 SRCs PC = 0.9
Ries et al. [158] H.264/AVC QCIF, SIF, CIF - PC = 0.80
Yang et al. [162] MPEG-4 QCIF - PC = 0.93, SC = 0.93
Eden [165] H.264/AVC HD 5 SRCs PC (PSNR) = 0.99
Brandão et al. [166] JPEG 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.97, SC = 0.97
Brandão et al. [168] H.264 - 50 test videos PC = 0.93, SC = 0.95
Zhang et al. [172] JPEG2000 768 × 512 LIVE image PC = 0.9
Ichigaya et al. [191] MPEG-2 SD, HD 26 test videos PC (PSNR) = 0.95
Hybrid of NR-P and NR-B Farias et al. [181] H.264/AVC CIF 5 SRCs Regression (PSNR) = 0.79
Shanableh [182] MPEG-2 CIF - PC = 0.93
Shanableh [183] MPEG-2 CIF - NRMSE = 0.046
Davis et al. [184] H.264/AVC - 18 test videos PC = 0.91
Yamada et al. [186] H.264/AVC SD - PC = 0.95
Sugimoto et al. [189] H.264/AVC HD 14 SRCs PC = 0.91
aThe used test database; bperformance denotes the correlation with subjective assessment, unless stated otherwise. SRC, source sequence; NRMSE, normalized root
mean square error; PC, Pearson’s correlation coefficient; SC, Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient.
Figure 10 A basic scheme for quality assessment methods based
on hybrid of NR-P- and NR-B-based approaches.
bitstream or pixel domain depends on the design require-
ments of a method, the availability of a certain type of
data for quality estimation, and the encoding scheme. The
discussion on this class of methods is divided into two cat-
egories, namely, pixel-based and bitstream-based features
or artifacts, and statistics of transform coefficients.
1.7.1 Pixel-based and bitstream-based features or artifacts
Video quality-related features and measures of artifacts
can be computed both from the pixel and bitstream data
and can be pooled for an overall quality estimate. One
such method which focuses on quantifying the percep-
tual quality of H.264/AVC encoded videos degraded by
loss of packets in the IP networks is presented in [179].
The error incurred due to packet loss becomes propaga-
tive due to the two types of coding predictions involved
in H.264/AVC encoders, namely, intra-prediction (spa-
tial) and inter-prediction (temporal) at the encoder end.
Even more errors can be introduced while the decoder
tries to conceal for the prediction residuals and/or motion
vectors lost due to missing packets in the IP bitstream.
For simulating the packet loss conditions, a packet loss
rate in the range [0.1, 20]% with error patterns generated
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using a two-state Gilbert model set for average burst
length of three packets was used. Quantitatively, the mea-
sures involved in the modeling of the proposed method
encompass the impact of errors due to concealment,
errors propagated due to loss of reference MBs, and the
channel-induced degradation due to H.264/AVC-specific
coding techniques. The calculations of these distortions
are done on the macroblock level, and the resulting val-
ues are summed up to frame and sequence levels. It has
been observed that the proposed method yields results
which bear good correlation with SSIM [94]. Another
method was presented by the same authors in their earlier
published contribution [180] where the effects of loss of
motion vector information and prediction residuals were
incorporated for quality estimation. A method in which
transmission and compression artifacts are integrated for
VQA is presented in [181]. The constituents of themethod
are estimations of blockiness, blurring, and packet loss
ratio.
Two MPEG-4 encoded video quality prediction meth-
ods based on several MB level statistics, derived from
bitstream and reconstructed videos, are reported in [182]
for PSNR and in [183] for SSIM. A plethora of bitstream-
based and pixel-based features at macroblock level have
been used in these two methods. One of the distinctive
aspects of these two contributions is the usage of different
models for system identification between the parame-
ters and the corresponding quality index. In the method
targeted for PSNR estimation, spectral regression and
reduced model polynomial network have been employed.
A multipass prediction system based on stepwise regres-
sion has been used in the estimation of SSIM method.
The statistical features in both of the methods constitute
mainly the coding information of an MB, some relative
measures of motion vector of neighboringMBs, and some
numerical values related to the texture of an MB.
Average QP values were combined with pixel difference
contrast measure values to offer a visual quality method
in [184]. The authors have shown that the method out-
performs PSNR for a wide range of bitrates of H.264/AVC
encoded videos. Similarly, two parametric models have
been combined in [185] to design a hybrid model of
perceptual quality for H.264/AVC encoded videos. This
method uses average value of QP and an average measure
of contrast from the decoded video, besides having input
from noise masking property of the video content.
A hybrid of bitstream-based and pixel domain quality
estimator is proposed in [186]. It has been argued that
a video quality estimation merely based on the amount
of impaired macroblocks could be erroneous as, in mod-
ern video decoders, some error concealment methods
are applied to cure the impaired macroblocks and this
concealment is not accounted for in such estimations.
As the error concealment may not always be effective,
the proposed method uses motion intensity and lumi-
nance discontinuity measures to estimate the number
of impaired macroblocks for which error concealment
remains ineffective. In essence, the visual quality, in terms
of MSE, is estimated directly based on the macroblocks
for which the error concealment could not perform well.
The same authors have generalized this approach for three
methods of error concealment and a different value of
packet length in [187].
In order to estimate the impact of transmission errors
on the quality of H.264/AVC encoded videos, a saliency
map-based method is proposed in [188]. Color, contrast,
and luminance information has been used to compute
spatial saliency map, while motion vector information,
readily available in coded bitstream of a video, has been
exploited for the computation of temporal saliency maps.
A squared sum of spatial and temporal saliency maps has
been used to pool them together for computing the over-
all spatio-temporal map. Accordingly, this map is used
for weighting of an error map for each video frame to
calculate the value of the proposed model.
Another hybrid method of perceptual quality measure-
ment, which is based on information from the bitstream
and spatio-temporal image features, is presented in [189].
The weightedMinkowski method is employed to integrate
the average quantization scale with their proposed mea-
sures of flickering and blocking for H.264/AVC encoded
videos.
A framework for a hybrid method for videos transmit-
ted over long term evolution (LTE) networks is proposed
in [190]. It suggests to include parameters from packet
layer (packet loss rate, packet size), bitstream layer (frame
error, frame duration), and media layer (blurring, block-
ing) for estimation of the quality. However, a suitable pool-
ing scheme to integrate these parameters into a quality
indication value remains as a future work.
1.7.2 Statistics of transform coefficients
In some cases, the transform coefficients can be obtained
through partial decoding of the coded bitstream data and
features from bitstream as well as pixel domain can be
combined for the quality estimation. One such example is
found in [191] where an estimate of PSNR has been com-
puted for MPEG-2 coded videos using DCT coefficients.
This is actually an improved version of the authors’ earlier
contribution [192] in which they modeled the distribu-
tion of DCT coefficients as a Laplacian pdf to calculate
PSNR of the video frames one-by-one for all types, i.e., I,
P, and B frames. However, it lacks in accuracy of assess-
ment for B frames. Therefore, the authors conjectured
that this happens as a result of fall in the amount of DCT
coefficients information which is available for B frames
due to processes of rate control and motion compensa-
tion. Henceforth, a hybrid approach to resolve this issue
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has been found in [191] where picture energy has also
been used in addition to DCT coefficients. There is a sig-
nificant improvement of correlation with estimated and
actual PSNR, in the case when the proposed method was
tested on SDTV and HDTV sequences.
1.7.3 Discussion
The hybrid methods use not only pixel-based informa-
tion but also bitstream-based information, which in turn
makes the hybrid framework having a potential of being
the most accurate quality estimator as compared to the
other approaches [193]. Thus, the importance of care-
ful combination of the features from pixel and bitstream
domains is evident. Further studies are needed to investi-
gate the interaction among various types of artifacts due
to compression and transmission and the joint impact
towards the video quality.
Various approaches exist on how to combine the impact
of various sources of degradation into one representa-
tive value for all the artifacts under consideration. In the
recommendation ITU-T P.1202.1 that presents a com-
plementary algorithm of NR quality assessment for the
recommendation P.NBAMS [152], four types of degrada-
tions are sorted with respect to their impact on quality.
The values of the two most significant artifact types are
pooled together through a linear combination. A higher
weighting is applied to the artifact value that is found to
be the most significant out of the four types. As differ-
ent artifact types can exist in different range of values, it
is important that all of them are aligned to the same scale
before the sorting is applied. Besides linear combination,
some contributions [189] adopt the Minkowski metric [3]
for pooling the values of different artifacts into a single
quantity.
With regards to the preference on which a pooling strat-
egy should be chosen it may depend on many factors
including relative severity of different artifacts, spatio-
temporal characteristics of the contents, and the presence
of masking effects. Linear combination is more valid if the
constituents can be related to the quality value through
a linear regression. While combining different artifacts
through a linear relation, different artifacts can be given
different significance. For example, more weight is given
to the impact of bitstream layer features than to media-
layer features in the hybrid model given in [194]. On the
other hand, the Minkowski metric of summation has its
roots in additive properties of low-level vision. Therefore,
it is required to find the suitable value of its exponent
through measurements.
Most of the aforementioned hybrid methods make an
assessment of quality in terms of MSE but this measure
of quality is known to be rather inaccurate in represent-
ing the perceptual quality [195]. This fact necessitates the
desire of enhancing such methods for better correlation
with subjective quality assessment. As can be seen from
the summary of hybrid methods in Table 3, the main focus
of the development of hybridmethods has been on videos.
2 Conclusions
Motivated by the growing interest in NR methods of
quality assessment for images and videos, we have pre-
sented a classification and review of recent approaches
proposed in this research area. The available contribu-
tions have been classified into different categories based
on themethodologies used in the design. Recognized clas-
sifications and standardizations in the area have been
extrapolated to introduce our approach of classification.
The new classification enabled us to present a review of
a large amount of recently published work. On the high-
est tier, three categories have been identified to group the
existing NR methods. The NR methods that employ pixel
domain approaches for quality assessment are called NR-
P-based methods, and the methods that employ encoded
bitstream and parametric information of the media sig-
nal are called NR-B-based methods. The third category is
called hybrid methods which are designed by a composite
of NR-P- and NR-B-based methods. A further subcatego-
rization has been presented to organize the discussion of
the review.
It is observed that the majority of the publications intro-
duce methods that are processed in the pixel domain.
This trend can be attributed to the rich heritage of work
in the image processing area. In most cases, pixel-based
methods require more processing power than bitstream-
based methods. NR quality estimation is a widely adopted
application in the area of online quality monitoring. It
is thus required to employ computationally less complex
methods. This fact necessitates to focus towards design-
ing bitstream-based or hybrid methods. The distortions
present in a network can introduce a variety of tempo-
ral perturbations in a video transmitted through it. Such
perturbations have to be monitored by service providers
to ensure a given threshold of visual quality at the end
users’ premises. This can be performed using NR metrics
which estimate the impact of degradation in the temporal
domain. Unfortunately, most of the existing methods are
designed to account for a single or a limited set of degra-
dations. Therefore, it is not easy tomake an estimate of the
overall loss of visual quality. Hence, methods which can
make a complete assessment of the quality are desirable.
Similarly, attention can be drawn towards designing less
complex methods which are not application specific, such
as the methods that are not limited to a particular coding
standard.
In the context of the reviewed methods, it is interest-
ing to compare the approaches adopted in case of IQA
and VQA methods. In case of IQA, the main focus has
been on addressing the most occurring spatial artifacts
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such as blocking, blurring, and ringing as a result of pop-
ular compression techniques such as JPEG and JPEG2000.
Besides many methods that are specifically designed for
particular artifacts and hence have limited application, it
is exciting to see many methods that are not restricted to
a specific artifact type and have a wider application area.
In such methods of global application, the mostly adopted
approach is based on computing the impact of distortions
on natural scene statistics of natural images. This also sug-
gests that such approaches may not be applied to artificial
images (such as animations and cartoons). This issue can
be considered as a challenge for future work in IQA. More
focus has been seen on the development of bitstream-
based approaches in the case of VQA methods. This is of
advantage in the sense that bitstream-based approaches
have relatively low computational complexity. However,
they face the drawbacks of being coding scheme specific
and sometimes less accurate. We believe that the devel-
opment of more robust approaches based on hybrids of
NR-P and NR-B methods may be beneficial to meet these
challenges associated with the NR VQA area.
We observe that many of the existing contributions
in NR IQA and VQA have reported the results of the
proposed methods therein by doing the relevant perfor-
mance tests on the publicly available test databases. This
is useful for independent benchmarking and performance
comparison tests of these methods by other researchers.
Therefore, more variety in the content and resolution of
the media available through public test databases would
be of great value. On the other hand, one general draw-
back of many existing methods of NR quality assessment
lies in the limited use of the test data, as the data used
for the designing or training of a metric is often also
used for its performance verification. This drawback actu-
ally does not allow to draw meaningful results from such
studies. Also, it has been observed that most of the exist-
ing methods for video quality assessment are limited to
one encoder implementation or rather one particular set-
ting of an encoder. Hence, cross-encoder design of VQA
metrics would be a useful contribution. Moreover, we
enlist the following trends and directions towards future
research in the area of NR quality assessment:
• The trend of contribution in the NR quality estima-
tion has been settling towards finding approaches of
lesser complexity as shown by the growing interest
in the bitstream-based methods. However, bitstream-
basedmethods face the challenge of being limited for a
specific codec. Given the fact that such methods have
been shown to have promising performance by having
reasonable values of correlation with subjective qual-
ity assessment, it would be advantageous to generalize
themethodologies of thesemethods for diverse coding
schemes.
• The performance of the bitstream-based methods
has been found to be largely content dependent, as
the spatio-temporal perceptual complexities vary with
varying content, and, in turn, the nature of the features
used for quality estimation also changes. However, in
the case of pixel-based methods, it is relatively easier
to differentiate the content characteristics. Thus, it is
required for bitstream-based models to be trained on
a sufficiently high variety in content, enabling them to
be used in practice. Future inventions can focus on the
development of methods that can be applied in more
general scenarios with the desired amount of variety
in content.
• The existing NR methods are usually designed and
tested for cases where the quality difference is beyond
the threshold of perception of an artifact, i.e., rather
clearly visible. However, attention needs to be paid
to scenarios where the test stimuli may already be
of high quality. Future developments should there-
fore envisage the degradations that are considered in
the category of subthreshold artifacts. The need of
such methods becomes even more important with
regards to the newly approved HEVC standard that
supports ultra-high definition video resolutions of 4K
and beyond.
• It has been observed that emphasis is being put
towards making the quality estimation more in line
with the perceived quality by HVS. In the future, the
NR quality assessment methods should continue to
adapt for HVS parameters and further advancements
in the understanding of HVS, such as attention-driven
foveated quality assessment models [196] should be
taken into consideration.
• A robust combination of audio-visual quality estima-
tors can be devised for designing scenario-dependent
models. For example, in quality monitoring of sports
video, more emphasis can be put on the visual com-
ponent than audio as the viewers might be interested
more in video. For example, a video of a football
match would draw more focus towards visual scene
than audio, as compared to news or head and shoulder
scenario. Moreover, audio-visual quality estimation
is challenging due to the complex interplay of HVS
preferences. In terms of the mutual impact of audio-
visual subjective quality, some studies report an aver-
age cross-modal interaction level of 0.5 MOS [197] to
above 2 MOS points [198] on a scale of 1 to 5 quality
rating.
• Given the presented comprehensive literature review,
it has been observed that developments of NR meth-
ods that consider visual attention are rather limited,
especially, in the case of videos. As noted in [199],
visual attention models can be integrated into existing
NR methods to make them more robust. Generally,
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the advantage of including visual attention-based
modeling appears to be larger for methods designed
for video quality assessment than for image quality
assessment methods. Visual attention becomes more
significant in scenarios of audio-visual stimuli, as it is
required to account for the cues from visual channels
as well as auditory channels.
• To make the quality estimation closer to the subjec-
tive assessment, intelligent methods are needed that
consider the content preference and expectations of
humans in a given scenario. For example, the sub-
jective quality assessment results mentioned in [200]
indicate that desirable content is rated significantly
higher than the undesirable and neutral contents.
• The task of finding the optimal trade-off between
temporal and spatial resolution, and the level of quan-
tization for its impacts on the perceptual quality in
different scenarios of application, is challenging [201].
This issue should be taken into consideration for the
future development of NR methods.
• In order to combine independent and isolated
approaches for the development of hybrid NR VQA
methods, a five-point agenda has been identified by
joint effort group (JEG) at VQEG [202]. We believe
that such collaborative works will be instrumental in
paving the ways of NR VQA towards a measurable
evolution.
We believe that our contribution in this article can be
utilized and extended in various ways. One can use this
review as a systematic literature review to perform com-
parisons on a class of NR methods using the same image
or video test database to highlight the state-of-the-art.
Furthermore, this review can be very useful for the begin-
ner researchers in this area to achieve a concise yet com-
prehensive overview of the field. This way, we expect this
contribution to be instrumental for future research and
development in the area of NR visual quality assessment.
Moreover, a possible future work is to survey the contri-
butions for audio-visual quality assessment based on NR
paradigm, similar to [203] that deals with FR methods of
audio-visual quality assessment.
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